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ABSTRACT

accumulate information on both aspects, distribution and
correlation. So, a criteria which exploits these statistics
must permit to separate processes whose distributions are
different and even Gaussian processes, provided that their
autocorrelation functions are not the same.
Section 2 is a succinct reminder of usual methods. Section 3 presents briefly order statistics that are used to obtain
a separation criteria in section 4. The proposed algorithm
is given in section 5. Simulations results and comparison to
two usual methods are shown in section 6.

This paper shows the possibility to blindly separate instantaneous mixtures of sources by means of a criteria exploiting order statistics. Properties of higher order statistics and
second order methods are first underlined. Then a brief description of the order statistics shows that they gather all
these properties and a new criteria is proposed. Next an iterative algorithm able to simultaneously extract all the sources
is developed. The last part is comparison of this algorithm
with well known methods (JADE and SOBI). The most striking result is the possibility to exploit together independence
and correlation owing to order statistics.

2. EXISTING SEPARATION METHODS

1. THE CONTEXT OF BLIND SOURCE
SEPARATION

This section reminds principles of usual methods to separate
sources. It focuses on necessary assumptions and points out
the cases where each method does not work.

The problem of blind source separation is to estimate a set
of signals called sources using observations of some mixtures of these signals [1]. The present work is devoted to
the problem of instantaneous mixtures of sources. Moreover the number of sensors (i.e. of observations) is equal to
the number of sources.
Notation conventions:
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2.1. Higher order statistics
A first approach is the use of statistical independence among
the sources which can be exploited with higher order statistics [4] [5] [2] [6].
To achieve separation, these methods try to recover the
statistical independence of the sources. This independence
is measured by a function of higher order statistics. The restriction is that at most one source can have a Gaussian density [2], because if two sources are Gaussian, it is impossible
to distinguish them by using their higher order statistics. In
that case independence (equivalent to their decorrelation) is
a necessary condition but it is not sufficient for separation.






The sources
   are mixed by the constant matrix (size  ). The estimated sources
   are
obtained by applying the separation matrix
(size  )
   . The goal of blind separation
to the sensor data
is to adjust the matrix
so that
   correspond to
   up to a permutation and a scale factor on each
source.
In the past few years, blind source separation has received a lot of interest. Two kinds of methods have emerged.
On the one hand, higher order statistics can separate sources
provided that at most one is Gaussian [2]. On the other
hand, second order methods can separate signals as long
as they have different autocorrelation functions [3]. Order
statistics built on short realizations of a stochastic process















2.2. Second order statistics
Another approach is based only on the second order statistics assuming that the sources have different autocorrelation
functions [7] [3] [6].
An algebraic decomposition of covariance matrices of
the observations for various delays gives an estimation of
the mixing matrix . The only condition required is that it
is possible to choose a set of covariance matrices such that
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with    and    the cumulative density function
and probability density function of the stochastic process
, and   

their decompositions give diagonal matrices that are different. These covariance matrices for various delays are different if and only if the sources have different autocorrelation
functions.
Therefore such methods are unable to separate processes
whose correlations are the same, even when their distributions are different.
Tacking into account that order statistics built on a short
observation set give information on both statistical distribution and correlation of the sources [8], a criteria based
on order statistics must be able to perform the separation
of mixtures, provided that the sources distributions are not
Gaussian or that their autocorrelations are different.





   







   

   



 

Let us denote
 



 



  

the random variables:



 





  

Let    be the joint probability density function of
the random variables 
 whose realizations are the
.

 on a window of size
Then the probability density function of the  order
statistic derives from its cumulative probability function:
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where    
variables
  such that at least
among the are in    .
Then the probability density function is given by the
derivative:





 



 








 



 

When the signal is white, the 
 are independent identically distributed random variables and their
probability density function can be factorised. Then the
probability density function of the  order statistic (1) can
be written (see [8] for detail):


   
 

  

 


 
 







  



The main idea of this section was already introduced by
Donoho for the deconvolution in [9].
Due to the central limit theorem, when sources are independent stationary processes, the densities of linear mixtures are closer to Gaussian than those of the sources.
Here our goal is to find estimated sources whose distributions are as far as possible of the Gaussian one. So we
need a tool to measure a ’kind of distance’ between the estimated sources distributions and the normal distribution.
We have to note that the blind separation of linear mixtures has two indeterminacies: A permutation of the sources
cannot be detected and the power of the sources cannot be
estimated. To cope with the power indeterminacy, the estimated signals are forced to have a unit power. So the
density used as a reference is the normal density with zero
mean and unit variance (  ). Our major purpose is the
use of the ’information’ that is available in the order statistics which are non parametric estimators of the quantiles

(
    ). So the ’distance’ will use the
    
quantile function of the estimated sources and compare it to
the quantile function of the normal distribution.
Previous works have already used the order statistics in
this field. In [10], Pham used order statistics to estimate
a discretized form of mutual information in order to perform the separation. In [11], a novel method to perform ICA
trough order statistics is presented. A Gaussianity measure
based on the cumulative density function is also introduced.
The authors choose one specific order statistic that is discriminating for the extraction of one source and a deflation
approach is used to achieve separation. We have also introduced a criteria that uses only extreme statistics (maximum
and minimum) in [12] [13].

The order statistics of a discrete signal are extracted from
a sliding window of size (  number of points of the
signal). At time , the last points of the signal are available:   
  .
After sorting these values we have a realization of the
order statistics:





4. THE CRITERIA

3. ORDER STATISTICS





  

     is the beta funcwhere   
tion.
For the white signal, equation (2) shows that the information on the law is present in the  order statistics. But it
is obvious with equation (1) that both the correlation and the
law of the
are present in the  order statistic because
appears.
the joint probability density function of the
The problem is to exploit this information to separate
independent sources.

4.1. Extraction of one source



mixtures, it is
To estimate only one source from the
necessary
to
identify
coefficients
such
that:
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Equation (3) gives the criteria to be minimized for the
estimation of only one signal from the
mixtures. The
integral is approximated with order statistics.

5. RELATIVE GRADIENT OF THE CRITERIA AND
ITERATIVE ALGORITHM









 








, a relative gradient descent is used to
Given a first matrix
converge to the minimum by adapting the separation matrix
,
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where
  
    is the estimation of the expectation of
by empirical mean.
We can see that if is Gaussian  asymptotically vanishes.
Experiments have shown that under the unit power constraint on this quantity presents minima when it points to
a source.
Particularly, there is a global minimum for one of the
sources if they have different distributions. It is necessary
to add a constraint to this simple criteria  to point out
simultaneously all sources.
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It is important to see that   is not the order statistic
of rank of the observation but the contribution of this
observation to the  order statistic of the estimated source
. The relation between   and
   is given by
equation (8).
The relative gradient of  (detailed calculus in [4]) is
symmetric, as it can be seen in equation (9).
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denotes the covariance matrix of the outputs.
where
The resulting criteria is
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The addition of a new term  , see equation (4), to
the criteria  becomes necessary in order to perform the
whitening procedure along with the separation.










 




In equation (7),
  
the observation corresponding with the
of the estimated source .



  

 

The gradient of





  






 

where

Actually the algorithm used to recover all the sources is performing a spatial whitening along with the separation. It estimates as
many sources as observed mixtures:
  
  with
 .
It is natural to introduce the sum of the criteria  for
all the estimated sources
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4.2. Extraction of all sources

  

"



where the subscript denotes the iteration’s number,  is
the identity matrix of size  , is the adaptation step
and
  is the relative gradient of the criteria with
respect to .
The relative gradient can be split in two parts:
 
  
 

A skew-symmetric projection of the relative gradient of
 , in equation (6), ensures that the process of minimizing  will not interfere with the orthogonalization (this is
done in [4] [14]).
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So the relative gradient of the criteria
5) is given by

 (5)

    





The question is now to find the  coefficients
which minimize this criteria. This is achieved by an iterative algorithm.
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(see equation
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The main points of the iterative algorithm used to minimize are:
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First, the separation matrix is initialized at
  
where is a diagonal matrix introduced for normalization
    ).
of the outputs (

!'

&

sources, the product
Moreover, in order to recover all
must look like a permutation matrix. This last
   
point can be examined in the simulations because real mixing matrix is known.



 

A step
 is chosen.
is updated until convergence by the folThen the matrix
lowing actions:
 Estimation of all sources at step by:


Calculus of the gradient
  for estimated sources



"


6.1.2. Data

  $

Adaptation of  :
    !    
 Test of convergence:
If 
   ' (, return to 
This iterative algorithm minimizes , and at converperforms the separation. Assumgence, the matrix 
ing that unknown sources  have unit power, the product
   is expected to be a permutation matrix.





Four zero mean unit variance signals are used as sources in
the following example. The first three sources are white: 
has a Gaussian distribution,  a Uniform distribution and
a Laplacian distribution. Fourth signal
is a Gaussian
filtered with an
 low-pass filter (        

  where  
  ). All the signals are 
points long.
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Mixing matrix is:

  


 

 





  

6. SIMULATIONS



 










 

 





6.1. Simulations parameters
After convergence we can compare the products

 for each method.

Extensive numerical simulations have been done in order to
study the algorithm’s behavior. The synthetic sources are
noises with various distributions and correlations.
Here is an example where the proposed algorithm is
compared to well known methods: SOBI that performs separation using only second order statistics [3] and JADE that
uses higher order statistics [5].



  



For the analyses of performance,  runs were made.
The residual power are the mean of these  experiments.
Whereas the product     is the one obtained by the
last simulation, because the mean of the matrix    
is not representative of the separation.









6.1.1. Performance measures



6.2. Results

In the present case since sources and mixing matrix are
simulated, we can use this knowledge to evaluate the performances of the separation. In blind context, the covariance
matrix of estimated sources should be used.
A measure of the effectiveness of the separation is provided by the ratio of residual power to the power of the estimated source for each output . The product    
gives a matrix

. Taking into account the unit
 
 . The
power constraint of the output ,

source  which has the largest power contribution to the
output
is such that:
   . Then the power
contribution
other sources to the same output
is:
  of the
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So we choose to measure the performance by the following ratio computed for each estimated source



















  

 

 

 





 

 

As expected, second order methods can only perform separation if the sources have different autocorrelation functions. These methods cannot separate  ,  and . The
only source that can be recovered is .
The mean residual powers are (  to ):
  dB,   dB,  dB and   dB





 

6.2.1. SOBI















 













 














The  line of the matrix     shows that the 
estimated signal has converged to the  source. The three
other outputs are still mixtures of the three other sources.
They have been spatially whitened but not separated, since
the resulting mixing matrix for these three signals is an orthonormal matrix.



The
residual powers only give information on the
fact that an estimated source is close or not to a source.
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6.2.2. JADE

colored processes, the use of order statistics on short window introduces an information on the correlation. The criteria is able to separate two Gaussian sources with different
autocorrelation by using this information.
Extensive numerical simulations have underlined the importance of the size of the sliding window. With a large
window, the approximation of the integral made in equation (3) is good. Two signals with different distributions are
easily separated by the criteria. On the contrary, a small
window size provides a poorer approximation of the integral but gives better results for Gaussian distributed sources
that have different autocorrelations.
For mixtures where all sorts of sources appear a compromise must be done.
The three figures 1, 2 and 3 represent the evolution of
 versus . The rows
the coefficients of the matrices
of the matrices are individually plotted. These three simulations are done with the same data that the   run of the
example, but the size of the window is different for each
figure.
The first graph is for the uniform signal, the second the
filtered Gaussian, the third the laplacian signal and the last
is the white Gaussian.

Higher order methods are able to separate a mixture if at
most one source is Gaussian. The two Gaussian distributed
sources  and cannot be separated with these methods.
The mean residual powers are:
   dB,   dB,   dB and   dB





























 













The  and  lines of the matrix     show
that the  and  estimated signals have converged to
the  and  sources (the ones that have non Gaussian
distribution). The two other output signals are still mixtures of the two Gaussian sources. They have been spatially
whitened so that they are independent but they differ from
the sources, since the resulting mixing matrix for these two
signals is an orthonormal matrix.



As expected, the use of order statistics, that give information
on both correlation and distribution of the sources, enable
the separation of the four sources.
The mean residual powers are:
 dB,   dB,   dB and   dB
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Generally after  iterations, the matrix    has
converged and the product     is close to a permutation matrix, so that each line points out one source.
To obtain such a result, it is necessary to adjust two parameters. As usual, the step must be positive and not too
big to avoid divergence. The compromise is the same as
in every adaptive algorithm: Speed of convergence versus
variance after convergence. The significant parameter is the
size of the sliding window on which data are sorted.
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6.2.3. Order Statistics
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Fig. 1. Convergence of the coefficients of 
of size   

  with a sliding window

6.3. The size of the sliding window
The first thing that appears is the possibility to separate
sources that have different autocorrelation functions and those
which have non Gaussian distributions present in a same
mixture.
The new criteria was built to measure a “kind of distance
to the Gaussianity”, and thus focuses on the distributions
of the signals. Moreover the use of order statistics as estimation of the quantile function makes the hypothesis that
signals samples are independent (white processes). But for
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Figure 1 shows that the convergence is quicker for the
colored source in the second graph, when a short sliding
window is used.
Figure 2 shows that the large sliding window tends to
favor sources with non Gaussian distribution (first and third
graphs).
Compromise must be done by choosing an intermediate
sliding window size, in figure 3, where as been chosen
equal to .
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